We present characterizations of geometries associated with buildings of type C"·"_ 2 , Dn.n-2 (n;,,, 4), E 7 • 4 , Es,s·
(2) If p and q are non-collinear points with lp_j_nq_j_l;o.:2, then p_j_nq_j_ is a polar space of rank r. (3) (i) The structure is connected but is not complete; (ii) every line contains at least three points; (iii) the set p _j _ -{p} is connected for every point p; (iv) the maximal singular subspaces have finite rank.
We will mainly consider polarized spaces of polar rank 3. Two points p and q at distance 2 form a polar pair or a special pair according to whether or not the condition of axiom 2 holds.
The geodesic closure of a polar pair is isomorphic to a polar space [4) and is called a hyperline or a symplectum.
Let p be a point of I'. The residue of I' at p, denoted by J;, is the incidence system ( ~P, .;t'P) defined as follows: ~P is the set of all lines of I' on p; the set of all lines on p contained in a plane (singular subspace of rank 3) of I' on p is an element of .:t'P. If A is an incidence system isomorphic to I; for all points p, then I' is said to be locally A. Remark that axiom 3(iii) states that I; is connected for every point p. We will say that I' is locally connected for every point p.
Two lines L and M are called coplanar if they are contained in some plane. Then every point of Lis collinear with every point of M, and so we write L .l M. We remark that this notation keeps its right meaning in J;, if we use .l as collinearity in I; as well.
If XP is a subset of J;, then the union of all lines in Xp is denoted by UXP. Hence
UXi, is a subset of the point set of I'.
We recall a result from [4) .
PROPOSITION If I' is a polarized space of polar rank 3, then for every point p the following properties hold in I;: (i) two distinct collinear points are contained in exactly one line; (ii) two points at distance 2 are contained in a geodesically closed subspace which, together with its lines, is a generalized quadrangle (these generalized quadrangles will be called quads-a quad which is not a grid is said to be fat); (iii) the structure is not complete and is connected.
For definitions such as diagram, geometry, truncation, etc. we refer to [2) .
CHARACTERIZATION OF Cn,n-2
Suppose that each line X of the polarized space I' is contained in a hyperline of type C 3 and a max space, partioning the set of planes on X. Then I' is the geometry of points and lines corresponding to a thick building of type Cn,n-2 for n;:;.: 4 or a quotient of it.
PROOF.
First consider the residue I; at a point p: it will be connected in view of axiom 3(i). By supposition there is on each point x of I; exactly one fat quad and one maximal singular space of rank at least 2, such that they form a partition of all lines through x.
In I; we can distinguish between two kinds of lines; (i) lines contained in a fat quad, and (ii) lines not contained in any fat quad. We will call the latter special lines, and the maximal singular spaces having no line in common with a fat quad are special spaces. It is clear that there is exactly one special space on a given special line.
We will prove that r;, can be identified with the direct product of a projective space and a fat generalized quadrangle (at least three lines on a point), and hence is of type A;XC 2 • It should be clear that two fat quads are necessarily disjoint, and the same can be said about the special spaces. From the proof of Lemma 3.5 in [10] we take over the following property: every point not contained in a given fat quad, H, is collinear with exactly one point of H. In particular, it follows that each special space R and each fat quad H meet in one point: for suppose that R n H = 0, then we can choose points r in R and x in H such that r .l x. The line rx is not contained in the fat quad H on x, so must be special. But then rx c R because there is only one special space on r. This gives us x ER n H, contradicting our assumption. On the other hand, suppose x and y would be two distinct points of R and H. Then R and H would have the line xy in common, again a contradiction.
Consider now two fat quads, Hand H'. For a point x of H, we define a(x) = x' as the unique meeting point of H' and the special space on x. Clearly a is a map, and interchanging the roles of H and H' we see that a is a bijection from H to H'. We show that a is an isomorphism. consider therefore two collinear points x and y of H; put x' = a(x) and y' = a(y). Let Q be the grid on x, y and x'; then Q has x' in common with H. This means that Q n H' is a line L of H', so there exists a pointy" (on L) collinear with y. But y is collinear with only one point of H', soy"= y'. In particular, y' .l x ', so a is an isomorphism.
Next consider two special spaces, R and R '. For a point x of R, we define r(x) = x' as the unique meeting point of R' and the fat quad on x. As before, r is a bijection. We prove that r maps lines of R onto lines of R'. Let L be any line of R, and choose a point x on L. Suppose first that r(x) is collinear with x. Call Q the grid containing L and x'; then Q has a line L' in common with R. If y is a point of L, then r(y) will be a point of L'. So far r maps lines onto lines. Suppose now that r(x) is at distance 2 of x.
Choose x" E r(x) ..L n x l., and let R" be the special space on x". By the first part we can define an isomorphism r' from R to R", and an isomorphism r" from R" to R'. So T = r' r' is also an isomorphism.
We conclude that r;, can be identified with the direct product of a projective space and a (fat) generalized quadrangle as follows. For any special space R and fat quad H define the canonical map:
Going back to r, we make the following observations: every line of r is contained in exactly one special space. If two lines meet in a point p, then our knowledge about r;, tells us that the corresponding special spaces are isomorphic; in particular, they have the same dimension. In view of the connectedness of r, this is so for all special spaces of I'. An analogous reasoning leads us to say that all fat hyperlines of rare isomorphic. We may take r;, =A;(K) x C 2 (K) independent of the point p. In particular, the dimension of the special spaces of r is then i + 1.
In view of the results in [ 40], every special space and fat hyperline of r meeting in a line determine a convex subgeometry of type A 1 + 2 , 2 • We denote the set of all these
Grassmannians by f'o, the set of all special spaces by r;, I;= <//', and the set of all fat hyperlines by r;. We also define an incidence between these objects as follows:
(i) an object of type 0 (resp., 1) is incident with one of type 3 if they intersect in plane (resp., line); (ii) inclusion for all remaining cases.
We observe the following properties in I': (i) every line is contained in exactly one special space;
(ii) every plane of a fat hyperline is contained in exactly one member of JO. (Consider an arbitrary line in this plane a; then it is contained in the special space R. Both Rand a determine a unique member of JO.)
If we take 1 + 3 = n, then we claim that we defined a geometry of { 4, ... , n }-truncated type en. For this we look first at the residue of a point p (object of type 2):
we have the geometry of all Grassmannians, special spaces and fat hyperlines containing p. Otherwise stated, the geometry of direct products of type A; x A 1 , special spaces (type A;) and fat quads (type e 2 ) of the residue r,, =A; x e 2 • This gives us a truncated geometry of type:
On the other hand, we consider the residue of an object of type 3 (a fat hyperline), say H. In view of the properties (i) and (ii) stated above we can identify this geometry with the geometry of planes, lines and points lying in H. Therefore that is a diagram of type:
From this, the residual connectedness also follows, proving our claim. Now we can apply Theorem 2 from [2): I'is a {4, ... ,n}-truncated geometry A/A, with A a building of type en and A a group of automorphisms of A. Since every line is contained in one special space and one fat hyperline, the lines of I' can be identified with the 2-shadow of flags of type {l, 3}. Renumbering the nodes as usual we conclude that r is the geometry of points and lines of a building of type en,n-2 (n;;;.?; 4) or a quotient of it.
POLARIZED SPACES THAT ARE LOCALLY A DIRECT PRODUCT
In this section we are considering a polarized space such that through every line of it go exactly three max spaces. We start with the study of the residue r,, which is connected in view of axiom (3) 
PROOF. Suppose first that a, band x are on the same line; then the grid on x, x' and a contains b, and also the line a' Ix'. This line goes through b ', so this case is settled.
Next, assume that a and b are collinear, but the line ab does not contain the point x. In order to derive a contradiction suppose that a' and b' are not collinear. Call the max space through the line x'b', R'. We show that we can assume that a is collinear with a point of R'. Suppose the contrary. The point b' is contained in three max spaces, namely one through the line bb ', R' and a third, say, R". Then the point a"= a+ b' -b must belong to R". Consider a point con the line ax, distinct from a and x. If R' has a point c' collinear with c, .then we interchange the roles of a and x (and derive a contradiction, as will be proved later on). So assume again that c" = c + b' -b belongs to R", then a" .l c". If Q is the grid on a, c, c" and a" (If c .la" then x .la" and so a"= x', a contradiction) then Q contains the line ca= ax, and hence x.1. n R" it 0.
But this is impossible because x.1. n b'.1. = {b, x'}. Hence a is collinear with a pointy of R '. This implies that a . 1. n x' . 1. would contain three distinct points a', y and x, another contradiction. We conclude that a' and b' are collinear.
On the other hand, as a= x' +a' -x and b = x' + b -x we can apply the first part of this proof again to show the converse. 
The set Dis a subset of the convex hull of R 1 and R 2 • We claim that the map 8 is an isomporphism: n 8( a 1 , a 2 ) .1., so they are collinear. This means that choose xk E z.l n R 3 , and clearly Dk will contain z. Finally, if z E R 3 , then take z =xk.
With the notations introduced here, we define a map r as r(z) =xk.
As a last step in this proof, we define the following canonical map:
We will prove that pis an isomorphism. We make the following observations for an arbitrary point z of r,,. If Dk is the subspace on z described above, there is exactly one max space R(z) on z, not contained in Dk. It should be clear by now that R(z) meets every Dk in one point, and that the set of all such max spaces (in particular R 3 ) constitute a partition of r,,. Let L be any line of r,,, and y a point of L. Then there are two (non-trivial) cases that can occur.
(1) L is in a subspace Dk (=FD) on y. Let z be any point distinct from y on L. 
If y ..L r(y), consider the quad on z and r(y). It meets R 3 in a line L' on r(y). Call z' the point of L' collinear with z; then z' = r(z). In this case we also have
If, on the contrary, y .,t r(y), choose a Ey.L n r(y).L. The quad on a and z has a line L' on a in common with R(a).
The quad on r(y) and z' meets R 3 in a line L" on r(y), so we can take z" E z'.L n L". It is easy to see that All this together shows us that pis an isomorphism. Both parts of this proof lead us to the conclusion that with ;r: I',,-+R 1 x R 2 x R 3 z-+ (z1, z2, r(z))
is an isomorphism. The lemma follows. PROOF. It suffices, in view of the theorem just proved, to show that the dimensions i, j, k are independent of the choice of the point p. Since I'is connected, we can restrict our discussion to the case of two collinear points p and q. In r,, the line pq is a point, so there are three max spaces on pq of dimensions i, j and k. In I' this means that the line pq is contained in three max spaces od dimensions i + 1, j + 1 and k + 1. Back in I;,, qp is a point contained in three max spaces of dimensions i, j and k in r;,. Suppose that every line X of the polarized space I' is contained in exactly one maximal plane, one maximal 3-space and one 4-space (resp., 5-space). Then I' is the geometry of points and lines of a building of type £ 7 . 4 (resp., £ 8 . 5 ), or a quotient of it.
PROOF. Just as in the foregoing theorem we can apply the results from [ ]. There follows the existence of the following objects: (i) Convex subspaces isomorphic to a Grassmannian £ 4 , 2 , containing maximal planes and maximal 3-spaces. We call this set fi.
(ii) Convex subspaces isomorphic to a Grassmannian A 5 , 2 , containing maximal planes and 4-spaces. We call this set I;.
(iii) Subspaces isomorphic to a Grassmannian A 6 . 3 , containing maximal 3-spaces and 4-spaces. We call this set f3.
Conversely, given a maximal plane (resp., 3-space, 4-space) and a maximal 3-space (resp., 4-space, plane) intersecting in a linek then there is a unique member of Ii (resp., 13, I;) containing both.
Moreover, take IO= !5J> and define the following incidence: (i) a point is incident with a Grassmannian (i.e. a member of Ii, I2 or 13) if it lies in it; (ii) two Grassmannians are incident if they meet in a maximal singular subspace.
We now check that we have the following truncated diagram:
Remark first that on every maximal plane of I' there is exactly one member of Ii and one of I;. Analogously, there is unique member of I; and one of l3 (resp. Ii) on every maximal 3-space of r. Consider now a 1-variety G 1 then the residual geometry of G 1 consists of the set of all points of G 1 , all 2-varieties meeting G 1 in a maximal plane and all 3-varieties meeting G 1 in a maximal 3-space. In view of both remarks made above, we can identify this geometry with the points of G 1 , the maximal planes and maximal 3-spaces lying in G 1 . Incidence between a maximal plane and a maximal 3-space becomes meeting in a line of G 1 • Therefore we obtain a truncated geometry of type A4.2· In particular it follows that the residues of flags of rank 2 containing a 1-variety are truncated geometries of the type as predicted by the truncated diagram(*). Moreover, these residues are residual connected. In the same way we can examine a 2-variety G 2 , checking with this all remaining conditions needed to apply Theorem 4 of [2] . It is easily verified that the lines correspond to the flags of type {l, 2, 3} and conversely.
Taking account of the varieties we called points, we have that I' is a truncated geometry of type E 7 • 4 • In the same way one can prove the analogous statement for Suppose that every line X of the polarized space I' is contained in exactly two maximal planes and one (j + 1)-space (j + t;;,. 3). Then I'is the geometry of points and lines of a building of type Dn,n-2 for n ;;,. 5, or a quotient of it.
PROOF. It follows from Corollary 3.3 that I' is locally A 1 X A 1 x Ai. Hence, I' satisfies the conditions described in 2, [10] . So there exists a set IO of convex subspaces of I', such that the following properties hold: (i) each member of IO is isomorphic to a Grassmannian Ai+ 2 , 2 ; (ii) every maximal plane and (j + 1)-space meeting in a line generate a member of ro.
We also define the following sets: Ii is the set of all (j + 1)-spaces; I;= !51>. l3 is the set of all hyperlines not contained in a member of IQ, and the corresponding incidence: (i) an object of type 0 (resp. type 1) and one of type 3 are incident if they meet in a plane (resp. a line); (ii) inclusion for all remaining cases. In the same way as in the proof of Theorem, one can check that this defines a {4, ... , n }-truncated geometry '1/A, with t1 a building of type Cn and A a group of automorphisms of t1 (n = j + 3;;:.: 5).
We remark that every 1-variety is contained in two 0-varieties. Then, by [12] , t1 can also be seen as a building of type Dn. Hence, Tis the geometry of points and lines of a building of type Dn,n-2 for n;;:.: 5, or a quotient of it by a group of automorphisms (not necessarily preserving the types n and n -1).
D 6. CttARACfERIZATION OF D4,2
Suppose that every line X of the polarized space I' is contained in exactly three planes. Then I' is the geometry of points and lines of a building of type D 4 , 2 • PROOF.
By Lemma 3.2, is locally A 1 x A 1 x A 1 • Furthermore, every line is contained in exactly three lean hyperlines of rank 3. Now take: r; = <?!'; I;=:£; f3 is the set of all planes of I'; 4 is the set of all hyperlines of I'; together with inclusion as an incidence relation. Then we obtain a metasymplectic space where every line is contained in three hyperlines. By Tits [12] , it follows that we may consider I' as the geometry of points and lines of a building of type D 4 • 2 (because this geometry has diameter 3, quotients cannot occur). D
